SURVIVOR : MADAGASCAR - Episode 1.
"Winning by prostituting never existed"

16 castaways are gonna live THE most difficult experience of their lives. They will have to play and make out of their han ds : the best game!

Valentin: I'm a real competitor, I want to show to everyone that I'm not that stupid and that I can understand things very quickly. I'm not a fool and I'm hard to be foolished. 

Nathalie: I always wanted to participate to Survivor! It's a big dream, and it's becoming true. I'll give my best to this game, I know it very well and I know what to do to go far.

Davia: I'm always judge by my natural and very imposing beauty, people never suspect me of anything, and yet... I might be a real demon. I guess on Survivor, it's going to be the same! I'm gonna be the blindsider of the season ahahah. 

Bingo: I'm a fighter! I'll always use all the energy inside of me, until the last breathe. I have many things to do here, many things to prove, I have a family that counts on me. I want to make them proud no matter the price.

The castaways arrived in the island where Jeff is waiting for them! Jeff gives them each a locked pocket, it can be either BLUE, either GREEN, and will determine in which tribe they are. They all start to open !

In the Green team are : Bingo, Clémensia, Huberta, Jonas, Marie, Mike, Nathalie and Valentin (aka Val).
In the Blue team are : Amanda, Davia, Hugo, Lawrence, Liam, Nadia, Stefan and Zack.

Jeff tells them that the green team will be called as NIHARAM-BOINA. And that the blue team will be called as IREO-NANDRESY. Niharam vs. Ireo.
Jeff: Alright, now the teams are done, it's already time for the very first reward challenge of the season. The challenge is easy, it consists to go in the water, swim til the woodbridge and get a bag of rice and a flint. Once you get that, you come back here and start making the puzzle. The first team finishing the puzzle wins reward, and gets a flint and a bag of rice.

DR:
Nadia (Ireo): I really was surprised that we had a reward challenge directly, but I was pretty happy in the end because I think, considering the team I have, that we are gonna own everything in this game, ahah.
-
Bingo (Niharam): I love challenges and I always give my best to it, because I'm usually a winner, I'm really glad to be put in a challenge directly! 

Jeff: Survivors ready? GO!!!

"The Niharams and the Ireos all run quickly in the water and start to swim to get to the woodbridge! The Niharams are getting faster, than the Ireos and get to be up the woodbridge first by using woodupstairs. The Niharams get their bag of rice and their flint".

Bingo: Throw their flint in the water before they get up!
Jonas: I won't. 
Bingo: Damn ok! Let me do it!

"While the Ireos are close to be up, Bingo throws their flint in the water to screw them up! The Niharams are already getting back! The Ireos are getting their bag of rice and are trying to find the flint".

Lawrence: Where the hell is it??!
Amanda: It's nowhere!!!
Stefan: There has to be a way!
Lawrence: There isn't !
Nadia: Let me guess. One of the other team bitches hidden it! It's fucking cheating!
Hugo (screaming to Jeff): WHERE IS THE FLINT ???!

"The Niharams are now working on their puzzles while the Ireos are still trying to find the flint. They don't find it and the Niharams ended their puzzles and are claimed winners! Ireos come back to the beach".

Jeff: NIHARAM wins reward!
Bingo: Yaaaaaaayyyy!
Marie: Is it real ? oh my god <3
Jeff: Ok, wait a second. I'm being told that one of the Niharam throw the Ireo's flint in the water.
Nadia: Oh, so they really did screw us???!
Jeff: Who did it?
Bingo: I did it, Jeff! I admit it! I wanted to win the very first challenge of the season, and I was ready to anything! I'm sorry if it's low, but at least we won, and I played!
Jeff: At least you won ? But it's a clear cheating, the rules are clear. You can't screw an another team's challenge, especially this way, the Ireos had no possibility to defend themselves, they were clueless.  I'm sorry NIHARAM but IREO are the winners of the reward.

The IREO is screaming and jumping everywhere being so happy, while the NIHARAM are disgusted. Bingo doesn't know where to hide himself.

Jeff: Congratulations Ireo, you win an entire bag of rice, and a flint. Niharam, I'm sorry, but you get nothing! All, head to your own camp! 

The tribes are getting to their camp for the first time.

DR: 
Jonas (Niharam): I'm seriously pissed at Bingo for doing what he's done! I knew it was a bad idea. He clearly cheated. Winning by prostituting never existed and I think it was kind of a prostitutional cheat.
-
Nadia (Ireo): I'm so glad. In the end we have won the reward! The guy, Bonko, is such a cheater, oh my gosh, I really can't believe what he did! (laughs) He's not made for Survivor! Definitely not! 

The IREO tribe are so happy to discover their camp, especially after having a bag of rice and a flint. Quickly, Amanda asks a little meeting. 
Amanda: I would like to know if it bothers anyone if we don't use the rice today?!
Zack: How ? I don't get what you mean!
Amanda: I mean, it's Day 1. Let's get the rice for tomorrow, or after-tomorrow, when we'll be starving! 
Davia: I honestly think it's a brillant idea!
Amanda: Thanks! ??
Davia: Davia.
Amanda: Davia.
Lawrence: I honestl think it's not a stupid idea, but maybe it's better if we already eat it. I mean not entirely, but just some today. We gave everything we had in that challenge!
Amanda: Oh come on.
Lawrence: What ?
Amanda: The challenge was nothing. We just had to swim and get up to the bridge. Don't tell me you are serious.
Lawrence: Um. I am. 

DR: 
Amanda: I wanted to give an idea to everyone, about the organization of the rice! I really think it's useless to eat it today. I mean, it's definitely stupid but Lawrence thinks it's better if we eat all now, and die of starv for the rest of the game... 

Hugo decides to support Lawrence. He thinks they all should cook some rice for today and eat it, to prepare in case of an immunity challenge tomorrow. 
Amanda: Well! I just gave an idea that some, found, pretty intelligent, but you all do what you want.
Lawrence: Thanks.

In the Niharam tribe, they all seem bitter. Bingo says he's really sorry, he wanted them to win, and he went a bit far. 
Clémensia: I'm sorry but you are a pig!
Bingo: What ?
Clémensia: You. Are. A. Pig.
Bingo: Why am I?
Clémensia: We could have won even if you didn't throw the other tribe's flint! 
Bingo: It doesnt make me a pig. Maybe someone stupid but not a pig!
Clémensia: Anyway I'm pissed.
Nathalie: I think we all are pissed.
Marie: We should move on. Let's relax, let's not use all our energy on this mistake. Bingo made a misake and he apologized, let's move on please!
Jonas: I agree with Marie!

DR:
Clémensia: I'm not ready to forget what Bingo did! Because of him we just have no rice, no easy way of startin' a fire, it's not how I imaginated my life at camp!
-
Bingo: I put a target on myself by trying to win no matter how, I'm gonna look for the idol because if we lose immunity, I'm sure to be the chicken one to kill!

DAY 3 - IMMUNITY CHALLENGE.

Niharam Tribe and Ireo Tribe are back for an immunity challenge. Jeff explains to them how the immunity is going to be played!

DR:
Bingo (Niharam): The importance of the immunity is really at a high level, especially for me, I'm sure to be voted out by almost all my partners of team, for having "cheated" in the last challenge. I hope we will be safe.
-
Amanda (Ireo): I feel like I'm being a target after my ideas about the rice... I think it's important for us to win immunity, so we'll remain stronger, and also because definitely some want my head. :)

Jeff: You must stick the pieces of boats from your color team, in the water, and get your torch with fire, then come back here and start a puzzle, that you'll have to take with you and stick it to the wall before getting to the area where with your torch will start the fire, getting you the immunity.

"Jeff gives the signal and the two teams run into the water, they both start to stick the five pieces of their colorteam boat! The Niharam team seem to get a big avance, and is already paddling to reach the point of fire to light the torch. The Ireo team is still trying to stick all the pieces of the boat, it seems pretty hard for them and with panicking, and screaming it does not get better! The Niharam has fire the torch and is now paddling back to the sand. The Ireo team finally has all the pieces and can start paddling while the Niharam is already back and already working on the puzzle. The Ireo has fire the torch and are heading back while the Niharam is still with the puzzle. The Ireo is back and now starts working with the puzzle. In the Niharam team : Huberta and Val are working with the puzzle, in the Ireo team : Lawrence and Liam. The Niharam team finished their puzzle they now stick the pieces of their puzzle in the wall and climb on the scale before the start the fire!"

Jeff: NIHARAM wins immunity!!! IREO, all you have won is a date with me tonight at tribal council, where one of you will be the first voted out of the game!

DR:
Amanda (Ireo): We lost immunity! I don't feel relaxed at all right now. I will have to wash some brains, in hope of not getting voted out.
-
Lawrence (Ireo): Loosing immunity is nothing good. I had some clashes with Amanda because of the rice, I think it's either she, either I.

The Niharam are happy, they have won the immnuity. Bingo congratulates everyone and wants everyone to forget all of what he has done during the reward challenge, a few days ago. He wants to go back with good basis with everyone, that they stay in a harmony of peace. 

DR:
Bingo: My speech is just fake. They'll never be a harmony of peace, well, maybe there will for now, but I know at the first tribal council we'll go in, Peace will not exist anymore! I'm still going to look for the idol because I still could be an easy target now with the story of the cheating!

Marie and Jonas seem to joke with each other which calls the attention of Val. 
Val: You guys seem so close it's like if you knew each other before the game!
Jonas: If we would, we wouldn't even be here, but with our children.
Marie: Umm. You would have stayed with "our" children but I would have come here and play this fucking game! Ok ? (laughs)
Val: You guys sound like a couple more and more.
Jonas: (laughs)
Marie: I'm not single, so don't say that in front of the cameras, I don't want my boyfriend to be pissed at me when we're gonna watch this!

DR: 
Marie (Niharam): I'm ok for using boys. I know they fancy me, they find me exceptional for being blonde and having a consequente breast. I'm defintiely going to use that in my advantage. :)

In the Ireo tribe, everyone is plotting for tonight's tribal council. Amanda asks Davia and Nadia if they would be ok to get rid of Lawrence ?
Nadia: The thing is.. she's a girl like us.
Amanda: That's why I'm asking you guys if you would be ok to get rid of her.
Nadia: I don't know.
Davia: I think we should. It's a move like another. Maybe it'll be a tough mistake that will come back at us very roughly but... she's a poison.
Amanda: Thanksssss Davia! I agree with all of what you said, about Lawrence!

DR:
Amanda (Ireo): Davia said Lawrence is a poison, I'm nobody to confirm that but let's say she maybe not isn't far from the truth. Lawrence is gamely speaking what will make me lost. I don't want to take a risk, she has to go!

Lawrence, Stefan and Zack are in the woods, plotting. Lawrence wants Amanda to go and wonders if Stefan and Zack would be ready to do the same!
Lawrence: I feel so close to you guys, I have a real connection.
Stefan: Same here!
Zack: the Same for Me! Being final three with you will be everything for me!
Lawrence: You guys are voting Amanda then ?
Zack/Stefan: Yas.
Lawrence: Great. We now must try to see what Hugo would be ready to do.
Zack: I'm very close to Hugo. I think he'll follow what I tell him to do!
Lawrence: Great! I'm gonna check with Nadia to see if she'd be willing to vote Amanda out.

DR: 
Lawrence (Ireo): I think it's not clearly official and not everybody is clearly aware of it, but Amanda is my enemy n°1 in here. I know she wants my head, and I'm ok with it because I want hers. :)

Lawrence talks a little with Nadia to know what she wants to do. Nadia tells her Amanda asked her to vote her out.
Lawrence: No way ?
Nadia: Yeah. Why are you acting like surprised ?
Lawrence: Oh, umm I know she wants me out, but I didn't know she would dare ask you this!
Nadia: Yeah. She's more dangerous than you thought ahah.
Lawrence: I'm so glad you told me about that. Zack, Stefan and Hugo are going to vote Amanda, if you vote Amanda, I think it's done.
Nadia: What about Liam ?
Lawrence: He's like.. having hearts or stars in his eyes when he looks at Amanda. I think he's going to vote me out.
Nadia: You should get a deal with him.
Lawrence: I'm not going to use more energy, I have the majority with you voting like us. 

DR:
Nadia (Ireo): I told Lawrence about Amanda getting some people to vote her out. I have my ass between two chairs. I still don't know what I'm going to do. I have to look for my interests. 

The Ireo tribe get their torches and go to the tribal council. Once they are here, Jeff asks them to get fire for their torch. Fire in this game represents their lives.

Jeff: So, it's been three intensives days, with a loosing a reward challenge but in the end winning it. How good was it?
Lawrence: Jeff, it was bad, actually.
(Everyone looks in the direction of Lawrence, surprised)
Lawrence: I mean, we got the rice and the fire, but it made things worse than if we didn't have it!
Jeff: How ?
Lawrence: Well with Amanda. She gave instructions on how to use the rice.
Amanda: I didn't give any instructions, I made a tribe meeting to expose my ideas, all were free to do what they wanted! Don't start the lies, Lawrence!
Jeff: Wow. Only three days, and you guys are already killing each other ? over a full bag of rice ?
Nadia: That's so ironic, Jeff. (laughs)
Jeff: What are you for Nadia ? Lawrence's ideas or Amanda's ideas on this case?
Nadia: I just don't know. Both had great ideas. Not cook the rice too quick, especially on Day 1, or cook it and enjoy a good boal of rice. 
Jeff: Davia, where do you position yourself on this story and feud ?
Davia: Definitely with Amanda but because I feel like her about the use of the rice. I can understand Lawrence too.
Jeff: OK. it's time to vote.

"The Ireo Tribe goes to vote one by one, then Jeff goes get the votes and comes back".

Jeff: If anybody has a hidden immunity idol and you want to play it now would be the time to do so...

"Amanda gets up, everybody looks at her, she has a smile on her face".

Amanda: Sorry, I just have a little pain in the ass.

"Amanda sits back".

Jeff: I read the votes.

Jeff: First vote... : "Amanda".

Jeff: Second vote... : "Lawrence".

Jeff: Third vote... : "Nadia".

"Everyone looks shocked, not expecting it".

Jeff: Fourth vote... : "Lawrence".

Jeff : Fifth vote... : "Amanda".

Jeff : Sixth vote.... : "Amanda".

Jeff : Seventh vote... : "Lawrence".

Jeff: It's three votes Amanda, three votes Lawrence, one vote left.

Jeff: First person voted out of Survivor Madagascar... : "Lawrence". You need to bring me your torch.

"Amanda is smiling, same for Davia, Liam and Nadia. Lawrence takes her torch and goes to Jeff"

Jeff: Lawrence. Tribe has spoken. 

"Jeff turns off her torch".

Jeff: Time for you to go.

"Lawrence is going"

Davia: Have a good trip! (laughs)
---------------------------------------------------
Who voted who:
Amanda: Lawrence
Davia: Lawrence
Hugo: Nadia
Lawrence: Amanda
Liam: Lawrence
Nadia: Lawrence
Stefan: Amanda 
Zack: Amanda

